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This is not your typical “how to” watercolor book. Learn about watercolor in an entirely different
and entertaining manner.This book will change the way you think about watercolor and the art it
can produce.Join illustrator turned painter, Leo Kahl, on a six year, 101 watercolor painting
adventure that transformed his artistic life. Laugh, learn and cry along with him as he details the
inspiration, artistic challenges and in-depth methods used to create each painting in an
accompanying short story.Learn to tell a story with your art by adding life and sub plots to a
painting. Engage your audience’s brains by adding mystery and abstraction to your scenes.
Learn about “glow layers”, Leo’s Law of Luminosity, composition, color, value, edge treatments
and more.
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lm, “A Watercolor Journey -- a book for beginners and experienced artists alike. 101 Watercolor
Stories by Leo Kahl - This book tracks the journey of watercolor artist Leo Kahl as he travels
from experienced illustrator to creative artist. It is like visiting a gallery of his paintings with Leo
beside you, chatting and reflecting as you stroll. In the text next to each painting, the artist offers
geographic context and the human stories that inspired it. He reflects on the painting and the
painting process itself, noting the technical lessons that he’s learned and those that lie ahead.
As the pages turn, we watch him develop as an artist; we watch his dog romp and his children
grow. We join him on painting trips near and far—from pumpkin farms to Paris. The writing is
sprinkled with family stories, and anecdotes about the friends and pets in the paintings. His
writing style is playful, with the casual voice of his rural Maryland countryside. His attitude is
humble; his observations of his own work, honest. His joy in gifting his art to friends, family, and
strangers shows a generous spirit. Along the way Kahl offers mini-lessons to beginning painters
and reminders to the more experienced: attending to the light; noting figure-ground
relationships; using soft and hard edges; choosing warm vs. cool colors; misting for atmosphere
and water reflections; avoiding the dangers of overworking a painting. These lessons are more
whispers than actual how-tos, but they suggest key concepts. Sometimes he weaves in deeper
thoughts; for example, the differences between illustration and art. My own favorites are those
on the title and copyright pages. After painting number 45, ‘German American Day,’ Kahl shows
the four steps of the process that he used to paint it—a helpful sequence. By the end of this
book, the reader senses Leo Kahl’s love of the medium. This book offers encouragement, subtle
lessons, and best of all, vibrant paintings that remind us of how we can all grow as artists. It is a
gift from the artist to those on their own creative journeys. Let's hope Leo Kahl keeps teaching
and writing about watercolor!”

Dottie M., “An inspiring and beautiful book!. I became aware of “101 Watercolor Stories” through
a good friend who has been taking painting classes from the author, Leo Kahl, at the local
community college. How could I not explore this book and learn more about the artist whom my
friend has talked about and shared his paintings with me over the last couple of years?I have no
art background, but as I read the stories associated with each of the paintings, I realized I was
being pulled into a “bigger” overall story of Leo Kahl and how his rediscovery of watercolor
became his passion. I viewed renderings of familiar local settings in Harford County, MD, and
my memories of Paris were awakened with the artist’s European trip. I was hooked and decided
to join him on his six-year road trip!I highly recommend “101 Watercolor Stories.” Kahl has an
easy “story telling” style as he shares the background of each watercolor and how he proceeds
to transform his blank canvas to a finished painting. As his journey from illustrator to artist
progresses, he freely shares his knowledge with the reader. Not only is it extremely helpful to
those who are on their own personal watercolor journey but, as in my case, Leo provided insight



as to why certain paintings appeal to me personally and how powerful special effects can be.Leo
Kahl’s love for watercolor and his desire to share, instruct, and inspire others is evident in “101
Watercolors.” One will come away with great admiration for the artist and a true appreciation of
his art.I am viewing “101 Watercolor Stories” on the Kindle app for PC. Although the page size is
a distinct advantage over the Kindle Fire, I would love to see the book in hardback – so I can leaf
through the pages of lovely watercolors!”

Michael S, “Enjoyable for the non-artist. I am not creative or artistic, so I can never truly
understand how an artist thinks. But I do admire and envy those that have creative talents;
artistic, musical or otherwise. This book was an entertaining journey into the brain of a talented
artist, providing me with some insight as to what goes on inside a creative brain and how that
translates to what ultimately appears on paper. Although I was not in a position to fully
understand the educational hints directed at other watercolor artists, I began to “get it” as I
progressed thru the book and I can see where these pointers are instructive to those that do fully
understand them. And I admired his own critical analysis of his work, forcing himself to improve
and evolve as the time passed.This is also an engaging look into the personal, and obviously
deeply important family life of the author, providing the reader with a better understanding as to
who he is as a husband, a father, a friend, and a man.I read it cover to cover in two sessions.”

LKsmith, “Life stories and beautiful watercolors. This watercolor book is different and draws you
in! Not only do you learn unique watercolor techniques, but you see the artist's mastery grow
and evolve with every turn (or swipe) of the page. It's like you're there, learning with him, and you
get to see the world through the eyes of an artist - seeing light and reflections, and beauty in all
types of moments - not just a pretty picture or occasion. What a treasure for this artist to capture
these moments in his life. The stories are relatable, easy to read, and pleasant to look at :) I
would recommend to anyone who has an interest in art and cherishes the simple stories that
make up our everyday lives.”

Jeanette, “A Visit to an Art Gallery, Only Better. This was an incredible book that I could not put
down. If you appreciate art, this book is for you. I enjoyed looking at the outstanding watercolor
paintings. They showed up beautifully on my kindle fire. But, just as compelling were the stories
that accompanied each painting. In addition there are painting tips to anyone who paints in
watercolors or aspires to do so. I have already recommended this book to several friends.”

John Wispelwey, “A must for any Watercolor Artist. I had the privilege to meet and speak with
him and his knowledge and passion, as well as his ability to communicate the passion and skills
as a teacher are profound. This book is a must for anyone interested in watercolor art and
learning the nuances of this medium.  I’d give it 10 stars if it was offered”

The book by Leo Kahl has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 14 people have provided feedback.
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